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ABSTRACT

Semileptonic decays of chajrmed mesons of F and D types with

T lepton production are considered using as an example the energetically

possible decay of D~ meson in m and T~ . As the mass m of T

lepton is big we consider the mass effects in the decay spectrum which

are very closely connected to fora factor effects in our approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In connection with the experimental discovery of the heavy T lepton

[1,2] with mass m a* 1.8 GeV one can consider the contri-

bution of this comparatively big mass in the spectrum of the particles,

created in decay processes together with T lepton. Changes in the spectrum

are naturally connected to mass corrections in decay amplitudes and ultimately

they give a. reflection on the corresponding partial widths of the

processes considered. A s c a n b e s e e n from t n e comparison of the calculated

results, in the given case we have to deal with really measurable effects,

which are also closely connected to form factors, defined in the invariant

way and determining the matrix elements of weak currents corresponding to the

decay processes considered.

The study of decays (including semileptonic) of heavy (charmed)

mesons, one of the constituent quarks of which is c, could "be an important

source of information on the nature of underlying gauge theory of the weak

interaction.

In the present paper we consider semileptonic decays of charmed mesons
an

of D and F type using as an example^energetically possible decay of the

scalar charmed meson, i.e. D~ •* TT T ™ where v is T leptonic neutrino.Since
O T T

we discuss here the influence of the leptonic masses on the decay spectrum

we shall aiso note the following. The question about the non-zero neutrino

mass is discussed very intensively in connection with the possibility of

neutrino oscillations and neutrino mixings (3-5). Contemporary experiments

show however [6,7] that if the mass of the neutrino of the electron type

was different from zero it would be very small in comparison with the electron

mass. In order not to complicate too much the calculation scheme we will

admit that the same is valid for the mass of the neutrino of T type. That

is, we shall not consider mass effects connected to neutrino masses.

In order to calculate the partial width r{Dg-»-ir x \> } we shall
0 "*dr(D" IT T~V )/dE , wheredetermine first the energy spectrum of IT , i.e

0 ~" —

E,, is the energy of IT meson, created in the decay of D. . Integrating

this spectrum over the energy E we obtain the partial width of the

considered decay.
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II. AMPLITUDE OF THE DECAY
0 —

TT I V

In the first order of the weak interaction constant the amplitude of

this and analogous decays is defined in principle by one and the same diagram

(Fig.l). From this diagram one can see that in the given case one has a.

Cabibbo suppressed decay: the amplitude of transition of c(c) into d(d)

plus W (W ) is proportional to -sinfi (8 = Cabibbo's angle). Creation of

the leptoniu pair t~, v (T ,V } is due to the decay of the W, the
f t — 0

amplitude of which is i d . In the momentum space the amplitude A(D~ •+ IT T U )
can be expressed as a product of the lepton current

Wu alao consider form factor a whioii vtmisli for large moment ura transfer q
of bhe

(more precisely,one pole form factors with dominance/poles corresponding to trans-

verse (vector) part and longitudinal (scalar) part of j (x)). The decay
amplitude for D

element

0
1 T v

is then fully determined by the current matrix

(p is 14-momentum and s^ the spin state of T lepton; p v and r are the same

quantities for \> ) and the matrix element of the hadroo current j = j (0)

between the states |D ̂  and |n ̂  , which is also a It-vector. We can

take J (x) at the point x = 0 because of the translational invariance.

In this way the question about the explicit expression of the amplitude

A(D" •+ it t v } is reduced to the question of writing the corresponding

expression for the current matrix element /it |j |D~ / . If we consider

j o(x o,x) d x as a generator of the group SU(k) ® SU{lt) in

the limit of the infinite 3-momentum of the particles, then the matrix element

considered will be proportional to the quantity — sin6 (p + p ^ )

Indeed at !p I = ip | •+ *• when the difference between the masses of n

and D is negligible we obtain from the term (p + p_ ) the right norm

2pQ at u = 0.

thr quark model

-1/2 J 0
0. The factor 2 comes from the wave function of IT in

(1)

Here and H L are the masses of D. and D mesons, the

appearance of which is connected with axial vector and pseudoscalar poles,

corresponding to tvo terms in the decomposition of the current j (x):

The amplitude of the decay D -+ TT T V can be represented then in

the following way:

3

(1+)

and the factor ainQ comes from the hadron current, which in our case is
c If form factor effects are not taken into account, the same amplitude will be

given by a simpler expression:

(2)
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To all semileptonic decays, analogous to the Dg decay considered,

correspond transition amplitudes of the type {h) or (5), depending on the
— 0 —~ —~

case we consider. Such decays are for instance D + 11 t n , F + nt iij

(& = e,y) which are also Cabibbo suppressed.

III. EHERGY SPECTRUM OF PIOHS

0 —If the amplitude of the process D~ •* it x \) is known, its

differential partial width is defined by the equation

where d$ is the -phase volume

(b)

(7)

and JA{D~ + it T~V )| is averaged over the initial and summed over the final

state squared modulus of the amplitude which in our case Is given by (It), i.e.

we want to take into account the form factor effects. For convenience, in

the calculations we represent the right-hand side of Eq. (14) in the following

way:

f

" k ^

(8)
and introduce the notations

-5-

As by definition p^ - p = q, it is convenient to write 2p^ -q

S 5
instead of p + pfl . Then for the amplitude we have

5

which we will use below in our calculations.

In the given case the averagin« gives the result

In order to obtain an expression for the spectrum dF/dE we
integrate the right-hand side of Eq.(6) over p and p , taking into
account ( l l ) and having in view that

In such a way we obtain

-,%'„-
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where

This integral can be represented in the following covariant way:

(13)

For the invariant coefficients a and b one obtains a system of algebraic

equations

(I -f
which, for massless neutrino (pv = Q),give

From this result one can easily see the significance of the T leptonmess.

In the case we could neglect this mass'we would have simply a.="g-«l ^

* - t . ' • . . . • ; ; , • - • • • ; • • •

From (13) and (I1*) we obtain •

and now we

i.e-. '

•perform conveniently the summation on the right-hand side, of (lg),

-T-

• 9 ) '

In the system of D meson we have

together with

Aa,

Taking into account these eqaations we obtain for the energy spectrum

(12) the expression

9*- >»r

(15)

For practical calculations i t is convenient to represent this spectrum

in terms of the maxinal energy S ** of the TT meson, which is determined in'tti

given case Ijy the relation •

Bow q.~ and ftq, ) • can be written as functions of E m a x
j namely

-8-
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m... ••3c

Y-t

The right-hand side of Eq,. (15) then tsJces the needed form:

0 flltctr

This is the spectrum of ir mesons/we wanted to otrtain. Further, we shall use
the expression on the right-hand side of Eq.. (16) in order to otrtain the integrated
partial vidth of the considered decay.

IV. CALCULATION OF THE WIDTH OF THE DECAY D~ + n°T V

We obtain the width of this decay by integration of the expression

(l6) over E in the interval

a = ,', £ - —*-——•> t'

7r

(17)

and a new dlmensionless integration variable

(.for brevity;ve;shall write simply x for

can write

Then .instead of Cl6) we

-if

Z
a»)

The integration of the six terms in the curly tirackets on the right-hand aide
of Eq.(18) brings us to the integrals:

In order to be &l>le to represent this rather complicated expression in the

form which is more convenient for performing the mentioned integration, we

introduce the following notations: a,t-€,c)

(19)

-9-
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As a result, for the six terns • mentioned, denoted below by

the following equations:

VS obtalri

r4 = JZJ

-t

(20)

Tlr.u integrals (19) can lie calculated explicitly with the help of the
substitution

Then for 3 Q one obtains the final result

(21)

and for the other integrals, the following expressions:

.il

Taking into account that

for the integral oo the right-hand side of (22) we obtain

-12-
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Adi

4-C&U

Hov for the needed quantities ^l| g , we can write the final result

'"Wet J~4

In such a way for T(D •+ TT T V ) one obtains the expression

The numerical values of the integrals I , determined by . Eqs.(20)

can be obtained with the help of the expressions (21), (22) and (23). So the

question of finding the partial width of the decay D + i r v in fact ia

reduced to the calculation of the six terms under the sum on the right-hand

side of (2U). Direct execution of this calculation is not a trivial task

out one can fulfill it effectively with the help of the corresponding technique.

Taking for the masses (in GeV)

^ = nip = 2.2, m = 1.87, mT = 1.81

we obtain for the width, defined T>y Eg.. (2U),the following numerical value:

r CD (25)

0 ™With the help of the sane scheme for the width of the decay D" + u |i v one

obtains

,so. (26)

o
and for the decay D + i e vf

(27)

The last result is the same as that obtained with zero lepton mass.

The numerical values of the partial widths of the sAnileptonlc decays given

by EqB.(25-27) will probably be interesting for the experiment ors, when

data about the decay widths of D~ become available.
5

With the help of the same technique, introducing corresponding changes

in the pole terms one can calculate the partial width for the decays

C

The results obtained are given in Table I. In the same table are also given

for comparison results obtained with one form factor and without form

factor, which were found earlier [8]. From Table I one can see that the

contribution of the second form factor goes down with diminishing of the

lepton mass; one can see also that this contribution becomes very inportant

-13- -1U-



with the growth of the leptonic mass. For illustration of this conclusion

let us point out two pairs of numbers from Table I,for instance,

which are almost the seme and

calculated with the help of the amplitude defined correspondingly by two and

by one form factor at one and the same leptonic mass m. = m -
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Table I

Decay mode

_+ 1 +
F •+ n £ v

Mass of
the lepton

Decay width (1010 sec"1)

two form
factors

26,79

lit ,12

13,92

15,32

3,37

3,IT

22,36

11,11*

10,97

2fc,60

lit ,00

13,80

one form
factor

lit,18

11,22

lit ,11

without form
factors

11,11

2,76

8,19

. 11,02

w

-sine,.

Flg.l Quark diagram corresponding to the decay D g + no —
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